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Abstract 

In STOC 1993, Jones showed the existence of a hierarchy within problems decidable in linear 
time by a canonical first-order functional language based on tree-structured data (F), as well as 
for an extension of that language based on graph-structured data maintained through selective 
updating (FS”). In this paper, we prove the existence of a linear-time hierarchy for an authentic 
and realistic intermediate “machine” language featuring higher order constructs: the Categorical 

Abstract Machine. We show the existence of such a hierarchy for the Categorical Abstract 
Machine based on tree-structured data (CAM) as well as on graph-structured data (CAMSU). 
The existence is shown by constructing mutually efficient interpreters between CAM and F, and 
CAM”” and FSU, two robustness results establishing that first-order functional programs written 
in F, and in F”‘, define the same class of linear-time decidable problems as the higher-order 
functional programs run in CAM, and in CAMS”, respectively. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

First we indicate why we regard this study as being significant, before describing 

the approach adopted. Then we detail how this paper is structured. 

1.1. Motivation 

Usually complexity theory is presented on its own. However, there is a growing 

trend to formulate and present it from a programming language perspective. This 

entails viewing the programming language as its own computation model, as can be 

seen in the many recent books introducing it this way [20,34, 181. 
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Recently, this trend has resulted in the definition of a computational complexity prop- 

erty called a “constant-factor time hierarchy” by Jones [16], based on the observation 

that many automatic program transformers yield only constant speed-up. By a “time 

hierarchy” we understand a partitioning of decision problems, where each partition con- 

tains problems which are solvable within a distinct time interval but not faster. When 

these time intervals can be factored from a specific time class, such as linear time or 

exponential time, we talk about a “factored” time hierarchy. A time hierarchy is 

“constant-factor” when moreover the factorization is given by multiplication with a 

global constant. We say that a computation model has a constant-factor time hierarchy, for 

some time class, when at least one decision problem belongs to each of these intervals. 

This property may or may not exist for a computation model. It requires that time 
can be measured, i.e., that the computation model can be assigned a well-defined 

time-complexity measure. For programming languages without higher order features, 

an intuitive time-complexity measure, based on the notion of a “computation step” in 

the language, can easily be assigned. But for programming languages which include 

higher order features (such as closures implementing higher type procedures), only a 

rudimentary theory of their computational complexity currently exists. For languages 

based on ML [26,36], which are excellent languages for stating algorithms, we typi- 

cally have to resort to loose informal narratives when specifying performance (such as 

time-complexity requirements) of programs and, in particular, modules. 

For general purpose, higher-order computation models like the untyped lambda cal- 

culus, it is not possible to assign any realistic measure of cost. This has recently been 

argued by Lawall and Mairson [22]. Hence, from a complexity viewpoint it makes 

no sense to discuss directly whether the lambda calculus has a constant-factor time 

hierarchy or not. 

Taking a programming approach to complexity has introduced new concerns with 

respect to the computational strength of a programming language. ’ This is one point 

where the existence and elaboration of constant-factor time hierarchies is useful, e.g., 

it is a long-standing open problem whether languages, which include selective update 

facilities2 (here the two su-languages), differ from languages without. However, in 

simple cases this has been proven to be true, as is explained in Section 8.2. Another 

issue which concerns computational strength at a more fine-grained level, is how the 

number of variables in the programming language may influence the existence of a 

constant-factor time hierarchy. As pointed out by Jones [ 161, it is essential for the proof 

of the linear time hierarchy for first-order models that the number of variables with 

constant access-time is bounded. When it comes to higher-order functional languages, 

what can we expect from adding an unlimited number of functions, or from permitting 

a branching construct with an unlimited number of branches? As discussed elsewhere 

by the author [31], the cost of adding different language constructs, however, essentially 

’ By strength we mean whether programs in one model run asymptotically faster than another. 
2 “Selective updating” refers to the fact that one can change, or “mutate”, parts of a data structure after 

it has been initially stored in memory. 
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depends on which cost model, and which implementation model, we assume for the 

language. 

The most important consequence of the existence of a constant-factor time-hierarchy 

for some computation model is that it invalidates the so-called “Constant” (or “Linear”) 

Speed-up Theorem for that model. This Theorem, which was originally stated for Tur- 

ing Machines [12, 131, says that it is possible to speed-up the computation time by an 

arbitrary constant (except that execution can never become better than (1 + E)S, for 

any E >O, where n is the size of the input). 

The theorem depends crucially on the fact that the cost-measure of Turing Machine 

theory does not account for the (counterintuitive!) ability to extend the machine alpha- 

bet during a computation. This is exploited to reduce the size of the tape arbitrarily 

by “compressing” several symbols into one, from a correspondingly larger alphabet. 

(Hi.ihne [ 151 showed that this dependency is indeed critical, by proving that Constant 

Speed-up does not hold for a variant Turing Machine with “tree-like storage”. This is 

because the symbols in a tree cannot be compressed in a way that reduces the depth 

of the tree). Unfortunately, this has lead to the widely accepted, theoretical viewpoint 

that linear time speed-up is a trivial matter. 

In contrast to this, language implementors have always taken care that compilation or 

interpretation of programs do not add more than a constant overhead. For these practical 

disciplines, the failure of the Constant Speed-up Theorem for any realistic computa- 

tion model is regarded as a kind of folklore. Clearly, it is of interest to formalize this 

folklore to gain insight into how theory and practice relate for the complexities of real 

programming languages. 

In a paper from 1994, Jones [ 171 writes that “imperative programs, Jirst-order func- 
tional programs, and higher order functional programs all define the same class of 

linear-time decidable problems”. He proves the equivalence of the first two, using two 

small eager 3 representative languages, but not the last. Our goal is to advance this 

formalization of the folklore from the descriptions for first-order computational models 

of Hiihne and Jones to include higher order constructions; indeed for programming 

languages having a practical use. 

1.2. Approach 

In order for a constant-factor time hierarchy to exist for some computation model, 

a proper cost measure has to be assigned. As argued above, there is no developed 

theory today which can provide a universal cost model for real, practical programming 

languages with their variety of language features. A first approach is to study their 

implementation model. For (eager) higher-order functional languages, the traditional 

solution is to translate into an “environment machine” [7,21]. One very successful 

machine of this kind, and the first based on a formal idea, is the “Categorical Abstract 

3 Technically we understand eager, or strict, evaluation as applicative-order evaluation to weak-head normal 
form. 
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Machine” [6]; this being a canonical, abstract machine. Firstly, it has a well-defined 

semantics which is easily assigned realistic running times [ 111. Secondly, most of the 

common language constructs that we find in high-level, higher-order languages can be 

found here; in particular closures, which are explicitly represented. Thirdly, not only is 

it close to many practical, higher-order functional languages, but it has also served as 

an intermediate language in early versions of CAML [36]. Finally, it is a combinator- 

based language, i.e., operates without variable and function names, thus side-stepping 

questions of varying access-times. 

In recent years, linear-time complexity has gained much attention. First of all, many 

optimisation problems in real life are to be found here, e.g., compiler optimisation, or 

studying the effect of program transformations [30,27]. This is understandable, as study- 

ing problems with a linear time-complexity provides the most fine-grained perspective 

on complexity, since linear complexity is sensitive to changes in the computation model. 

(In Section 8.2, we comment on the extent of robustness of linear-time complexity.) 

Hence, in this paper we focus on the complexity class LIN, i.e., problems decidable 

in linear time. In particular, we will use the term “linear-time hierarchy” instead of 

“constant-factor time hierarchy” when this property exists with respect to LIN. 

Another issue is the widely believed conjecture that the presence of selective updat- 

ing (hence cyclic graphs) makes the computational model stronger in an asymptotic 

sense. Recent results of Pippenger [28] support this conjecture. Hence we will treat 

the linear time hierarchy property separately, for languages with and without selective 

update facilities. 

In order to obtain the same description form of the different semantical language de- 

scriptions, we present the languages in the style of natural (operational) semantics [19], 

instrumented with the assumed running times. Thus the semantics of programming lan- 

guages is defined through judgements of the shape 

t program, input % value 

We label the turn-stile with the relevant language, e.g., J-L, when needed to resolve 

any ambiguities. 

1.3. Overview 

We start, in Section 2, with an introduction to the concept of a hierarchy within 

linear-time decidable sets. In particular, the notation used throughout this paper is pre- 

sented together with a restatement of the basic concepts upon which this work is based. 

In Section 3 we proceed by presenting a simple, first-order functional language in 

two versions: one which allows selective updating (hence cyclic graphs), and one which 

does not (hence only tree-structures). Then, in Section 4, we present the Categorical 

Abstract Machine, again in two versions, and illustrate how it realises higher-order 

functional languages (in Section 5). 

The main results are presented in Sections 6 (and 7): there exists a hierarchy within 

linear-time decidable sets defined by CAM (CAMS”) programs which defines the same 
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linear-time decidable sets, as defined by F (FSU) programs. Finally, we summarise the 

work in Section 8, giving references to related work as well as outlining possible future 

directions. 

2. The linear time hierarchy concept 

In this section we will take a programming language approach to complexity when 

defining the concepts on which we will base our proofs. In particular, we are concerned 

with the definition of a linear time hierarchy assuming a programming language as a 

basis of computation. Definitions 2-6 and 8 are adapted from Jones [16]. Further, we 

specify what to understand by a representation function of Rose [32] in order for an 

efficient interpretation to be well-defined. 

In the context of this paper we will specify a programming language by its opera- 

tional semantics in the style of natural semantics [19]. Assigning a complexity-measure 

may hence be obtained in a straightforward manner by instrumenting each inference 

rule by the assumed running time of the specified computation. 

Definition 1 (Instrumented operational semantics). By an operational semantics 

instrumented with running times we understand an inference system defining judge- 

ments of the form 

which reads “In the programming language L, the program p E L-programs with input 

d E L-data computes the value v E L-data in finite time t”. When we are only interested 

in the running time and not the value, we will write time;(d) for the t satisfying this 

judgement. 

Decision problems [ 13,34,25] deal with whether an element belongs to a given set or 

not. Hence, a problem may be identified by a set. When we can identify the elements 

belonging to a given set, we say that the problem is solved and that the elements 

constitute the solution. Another way to express this is by a so-called characteristic 

function: given a set, the associated decision problem can be mathematically represented 

by a boolean function where the input values for which the function returns “true” are 

the solutions. This function can then be encoded as an algorithm which computes the 

function. (We will only be concerned about decidable problems which correspond to 

total functions and thus to terminating algorithms.) Taking a programming language 

approach to complexity implies further identifying such an algorithm by a program 

of some programming language, where the output values have an appropriate boolean 

interpretation. 

Hence, a decision problem becomes a subset of the encoding programming language 

L’s input domain, that is L-data, a view point which is formally expressed by the 

following definition: 
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Definition 2 (Decision problem). Given a programming language L where the value 

domain L-data contains a distinct value TRUE. 4 For an L-program p, AccL(p) denotes 

the decision problem defined by 

AccL(p) = {d E L-data 1 3: t-_~ p,d L TRUE} 

Provided that a measure of time-complexity can be assigned to programs 

programming language, we can define what it means for a problem to be 

within a time-bound given by a function: 

Definition 3 (Time-decidable problems). 

of some 

solvable 

(i> 

(ii) 

(iii) 

A function f is time-constructible in L if there exists an L-program p satisfying 

(a) Vd E L-data: timei(d)<c . f( IdI), and 

(b) Vn E N 3d E L-data: Jdl = n A time:(d) = f( IdI). 
The functional o is defined, for any f : N + N and n E N, by o(f)(n) = s(n)./(n) 

where E : N + N is any function where lim,,, c(n) = 0. 

Given a time-constructible function f : N --+ N. TIMES denotes the class of 

problems decidable within the time f( Id I), formally 

TIMES = {AccL(p) 1 Vd: EL p,d 5 u such that t <(f + o(f))(ldl)} 

where IdI is the size of the input d in each case. 

Remark 4. The function f +0(f) signifies that the running time t must not exceed the 

time-bounding function f for that class by more than o(f) on any input size n E N. 

To illustrate the meaning of this, assume that a class of problems are time-bounded by 

the time-constructible function f. For any input size n E N, we will naturally like to 

consider times which only exceed f(n) by some constant c. By Definition 3 we have 

time;(d) <(f + o(f))(n) 

@ c+f(n)<(l +a(IZ)).f(n) 

* c/f(n) G s(n) 

Hence adding constants to running times is unproblematic. 

By applying Definition 3 to a linear function in particular, we obtain the class of 

problems decidable within linear time. 

Definition 5 (Linear-time decidable problems). For a E N, 8, : N + N is the linear 
function given by e,(n) = a. n for any n E N. The class of linear-time decidable prob- 
lems, denoted by LtNL(a), is defined by 

LmL(a) = TIMES 

4 It suffices that there is an interpretation of L-data values as booleans. 
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Assuming some programming language L as a basis of computation to which a 

time-complexity measure is associated, this concept can formally be defined from a 

programming perspective as: 

Definition 6 (Linear-time hierarchy). The class of problems decidable in linear time 

forms a hierarchy iff 

3b>l vJaa1: LINL(U) c LINL(U. b) 

Notice how the constant factor b is significant for any concrete hierarchy, that is 

for the underlying programming language L. Actually, a b has been experimentally 

determined (as the number 249) for a first-order imperative language by Hessellund 

and Dahl [8]. 

We need a notion of representation to be able to relate programs and data terms of 

different languages. In particular we want to be able to avoid that (p,d) is represented 

as p paired with the result of running p on d, since the “complexity”, i.e., the time 

it takes to run the translated term, in the latter representation “collapses” trivially. 

Hence we will require representations to be compositionally defined over the syntax. 

This is ensured by requiring that representations are specified as systems of recursive 

equations [23] that are easily verified to be compositional. This is not quite enough, 

however, because a compositional definition can still copy subcomponents, upsetting 

the size of the represented program or value. In order to avoid this, we impose a limit 

to the number of equation unfoldings to the size of the term. 

Definition 7 (Representation). A map from one set of terms ri to another T2, 7: T, + 

Tz, is a representation of Tl as Tz if it is defined as a system of recursive equations 

which is compositional over the syntactic structure of TI such that the number of 

equation unfoldings is bounded by the size of the term. 

We can now define the notion of an efficient interpretation cf. [16], adapted to our 

more general notion of representation. 

Definition 8 (EfJicient interpretation). Given two programming languages L and M, 

each with an instrumented operational semantics, and a representation 7 of L-programs 

and L-data as M-data. Furthermore, assume that M has a pairing operation ( . , . ) 

which uses constant time to pair two M-data values. An M-program m is an eflcient 

interpreter of L written in M if there exists a global constant e> 1 such that for all 

L-programs p and L-data d, 

(i)~~p,d~;iff~-Mm,(~,d)~,,,and 

(ii) time(d) Qe . time;(d). 

We then say that there is an ejicient interpretation M < L. 

In other words, an interpreter is efficient if the interpretation overhead is bounded 

by a positive number which is globally independent of the interpreted program and its 

input. 
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Provided that L-data and M-data are defined over the same domain,’ and timeL is 
P 

bounded by some linear e,, with a 2 1, then Definition 8 can be formulated as 

Notice the difference between Definition 6 and this: The first defines the concept of a 

linear time hierarchy based on the same language. The second defines a relation based 

on two (possibly) difSerent languages. However, if a linear time hierarchy is known for 

one of these languages, say L, then two mutually efficient interpretations, say A4 < L 

and A4 + L, can be used to construct a linear time hierarchy for M with the factor 

b = e . b’ . e’ obtained by the chain of inclusions 

LINT C LIN~(U . e) c LIN~(~ . e b’) C LIN~(~ e . b’ . e’) 

This is the technique we will use to establish a linear time hierarchy for the Categorical 

Abstract Machine in Section 6 (and 7). 

It is note-worthy that this not only clarifies the existence of a constant-factor time- 

hierarchy for some time-class: If it exists, the proof method establishes that the two 

programming languages, related through mutual efficient interpretation, provide a basis 

for computation which defines the same problem-solving hierarchy-structure for that 

time-class. Another way to express this is to say that switching between such closely 

related languages is robust with respect to that time-class. 

3. The languages F and F”’ 

In this section we formally define the two small functional subsets of Lisp [24], 

shown to have linear time hierarchies by Jones [ 161, on which we base our develop- 

ment. 

The languages are very restricted in that they allow only one first-order recursive 

function (named f) to be defined, and only one variable name (x), which is used to 

denote both the input to the program and the formal parameter of the function, thus the 

program input data is hidden to the body of the function. However, mutually recursive 

functions as well as multiple variables can be simulated easily - both languages are 

Turing complete. The languages are eager and have running times based on standard 

Scheme 6 implementation technology [5] (in fact they can be implemented on a unit- 

cost RAM in times proportional to those given here). Basically, they differ in the data 

values on which they operate: F manipulates tree-structured data, i.e., finite, directed 

trees, with “NIL” for leaves, and whose internal nodes, the “CONS-cells”, each have 

out-degree two. F s” however, manipulates graph-structured data by allowing selective , 

updating as in Scheme. More precisely, graph-structured data is defined as finite and 

directed graphs in the sense of Barendregt et al. [3] with leaves labelled “NIL”, and 

5 Actually, a structure-preserving isomorphism between them is sufficient. 

6 Like traditional Lisp implementations [24] but with hd 'nil = tl 'nil = NIL. 
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where the internal nodes, labelled “CONS’, have out-degree two; further, each node 

is identified by a unique number (its location). In the following, graph-structured data 

are called “boxes”, and each node-identifier, a “location”. We notice that the definition 

allows cyclic paths in the graph. 7 

After defining each language in a separate section, we state the constant-factor time 

hierarchy property for the languages. 

3. I. Semantics of F 

Definition 9 (F). 

Syntax. 

P E Program ::= E whererec f (x1 = E’ 

EE Expression ::=x ) ‘nil 1 hd E 1 tl E 1 cons(E’,E”) 

( if E then E’ else E” 1 f(E) 

Semantic sorts. 

d,vEValue::=NIL 1 CONS (q,v~) 

Semantic rules. 
t- P,d-f,v: The program P, given input d, evaluates to the output v with a time 

cost of t. 

d,E’ k E -!+ II: The expression E evaluates to the value v with a time cost t where 

the variable x is bound to the data structure d, and the function f has body E’. 
The rules are shown in Fig. 1; we use _ for unique variables that are otherwise 

ignored. 

In this description, we exploit the fact that in F there are always exactly the two 

bindings of the symbols x and f in the “environment”, which we have therefore marked 

implicitly: Instead of [x +-+ d; f ++ E’] we simply write d, E’. 

3.2. Semantics of F”” 

F”” is a store-based version of F extended with setcar! and setcdr!, with the same 

meaning and running times as in Scheme, * defined following Plotkin [29]. This means 

that the variable binding description becomes a two-level description, introducing boxes 

as the intermediate step. Hence, the variable binding x I--+ v becomes x H 1 tf+ v in 

‘This is, in fact, the only difference in implementations: while it is not semantically observable, tree- 

structured data is invariably implemented as directed acyck graphs. This becomes clear when one observes 

that the time it takes to construct CONS(t, t) is constant rather than proportional to the size of t as one 

should expect if a true tree structure was built. 

* The same meaning as rplaca and rplacd in traditional Lisp [24]. 
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d,E’tE A,, 
1+1 

t E whererec f(x) = E’,d - u 
(Fl) 

d.E’txLd 
W) 

d,E’tE, 20, d,E’tEz Lvu2 
(F3) 

d,E’ t cons(E1 ,Ez) fl+b+l CONS (u,,uz) 

d,E’ t ‘nil -!+ NIL 
(F4) 

d,E’bE-L,CONS(o,,_) 
t+l 

d,E’ t hdE + VI 

d,E’tEANlL 

d,E’ t hdE = NIL 

(W 

W) 

d,E’ t E & CONS (--,ul) 
IfI 

d,E’ t tlE - ~2 

d,E’tEI,NIL 

d,E’ t tl E 2 NIL 
1, 

(F7) 

(F8) 

d,E’ I-E -t CONS (-,_) 
h 

d,E’.k-E, - q 
f,+h+l (F9) 

d,E’t-ifEthenE,elseEz -01 
12 

d,E’tELNIL d,E’tEEz-+vz 

d, E’ t if E then El else Ez fl+h+l 02 

WC’) 

d,E’ ä E 2 d’ d’,E’ t E’ li, u 

d,E’ t f(E) Ilfh+l o 
(Fll) 

Fig. 1. F semantics and running times. 

Fsu, where I is a location9 and CT is a store, mapping locations to boxes (where a 

location identifies the root of its box in that store). We introduce a special notation, a 

partial function, o@E, to denote the tree-structured value obtained by unravelling the 

box o(Z) from its root 1 in the store a; it is only defined when no cyclic paths are 

reachable from 1. 

Definition 10 (P). 

Syntax same as F but extended with 

E E Expression ::= . . . 1 setcar! E E’ 1 setcdr! E E’ 

Semantic sorts same as F but extended with 

(T E Store = Location --) Box 

I E Location = Nat 

Box ::= NIL 1 CONS (I,, Z2) 

Semantic functions. 

f @. : Store x Location + Value1 Extract value (partial function) 

9 Following Plotkin, a location is an “address” which is independent of any concrete machine technology. 
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a,,,I,E’ k E 5 CT’,I’ 

E uhererec f (x1 = E’,d 3 al@ I’ 
(F’“l) 

where a~@ I = d , a& I,,~I = NIL 

(FSU3) 

a,l,E’ k El L ol,Z, ar,l,E’ t E2 5 02,12 
fI+h+l (F”“12) 

u, I,E’ I- setcar!El E2 - 02[ II ++ CONS (12,4’) I, II 

where ~(1,) = CONS (l;,ly) 

u,I,E’tE, Au,,l, a,,l,E’kEz~~2,Iz 

a,l,E’ t- setc&!El Ez - u22[ 11 H CONS (l{,Iz) 1, 11 

(F”13) 

where u2(Z1) = CONS (l’,,l;‘) 

Fig. 2. FSu semantics and running times. 

The value “extracted” from a store is obtained by traversing the graph; if the graph is 

infinite then I is extracted. 

Semantic rules as F modified to use a store: 

0, I, E’ t E 5 c’, I’: In the store (T, with x bound to location I and f is bound to 

E’, the expression E evaluates to location 1’ in the store 0’. 

Rules in Fig. 2. 

The constant location, [Z”il H NIL], is invariantly part of any store since it is part 

of the initial store (and because it cannot be updated as they are not CONS nodes). 

The only place where the store is updated is in the cons-rule (FSU3), where a new 

memory location, Ifresh, is allocated in constant time, and in the setcar ! , setcdr ! 

rules (FSU12 and 13), where cyclic structures might be introduced. Hence only these 

rules have been explicitly formalised in Fig. 2. Notice the two different uses of updating. 

In rule (FSU3) ifresh is not a location in c and thus the store is extended. In rules (Fs” 12 

and 13) I is already a location in g and thus we are effectively overwriting the box a(l). 

As should be expected, Fs” behaves like F when no selective updating is invoked; 

the input and output data domains are the same, so cyclic data cannot be output. 

Proposition 11. Given an F-program p. k~ P, d % v ifs +U P, d ‘3 v. 

Proof. The internal parts of F- and Fsu-evaluation without selective updating are com- 

pletely equivalent. This is trivially true except for rules (F/FSU I), which requires un- 

derstanding that a@1 =d implies a’@$’ = U, and rules (F/FS”3), where a@11 = vl and 

a@Z, = v2 implies that 

adzfresh H CONS (11, 12)I@lfresh = CONS (11~12) = u 

and that if either proof is infinite so is the other. 0 
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3.3. F and Fsu have linear time hierarchies 

Finally we quote from Jones [ 161: 

Theorem 12. The constant-hierarchy theorem, lo [. . .] holds for F as well as for F”‘. 

4. The categorical abstract machine (CAM) 

Our target machine is the environment-based, categorical abstract machine CAM, 

developed on a categorical foundation by Cousineau et al. [6]. Its instructions form a 

fixed set of (categorical) combinators, constructed to be faithful to /?-reduction in the 

i-calculus, and acting on a graph-environment (stack). It is the binding-height which 

defines a variable binding - since no variables are explicit in the model As described 

in [16], it is essential for program independent interpretation that the number of variable 

names is bounded. This is why we consider a model like CAM (and the reason for 

which we cannot consider higher-order functional languages in general). 

The CAM implements a call-by-value evaluation strategy, and is suitable for imple- 

menting ML, an eager, higher-order functional language [6,36]. Originally there are 

two versions of CAM: one where recursion and branching are implicitly represented [6, 

Table 11, hence operating on tree-structured values, and one where general recursion 

and branching facilities have been made explicit [6, Table 61, i.e., working on graph- 

structured values. We use this classification for our CAM versions: plain CAM for 

the first case, CAMS” for the latter. However, we present the languages using natural 

semantics following Kahn [19]. Actually, CAMSU has been slightly extended: the orig- 

inal wind-instruction is replaced by the identically defined rplacd, ” and we add its 

symmetrical instruction, rpka, which has no counterpart in CAM originally; this is 

of no complexity-consequence since one can simulate the other in constant time. 

To ease the proof developments, we omit integers and integer operations since they 

can be encoded in F (FSU) and in CAM (CAMSU) in the same way (with respect to 

complexity), e.g., as Church numerals or using Peano arithmetic (the example in the 

next section illustrates this). 

We present the rules of CAM in Fig. 3, and CAMSU in Fig. 4, instrumented with 

realistic execution times. These are based on an analysis of CAM by Hannan [l 11. 

4.1. Semantics of CAM 

Definition 13 (CAM). 

Syntax. 

P E Program ::= program 

Cs E Commands ::= o 1 C; Cs 

lo The “constant-hierarchy theorem” simply states the existence of a constant-factor time-hierarchy for LIN, 

i.e., a linear time hierarchy within the terminology of this paper. 

‘I Kahn’s recursion operator ret [19], is essentially defined in terms of rplacd. 
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(CAM4) 

(CAMS) 

(CAM61 

(CAM7) 

(CAMI) 

(CAM9) 

(CAMIO) 

(CAM1 1) 

Fig. 3. CAM semantics and running times 

CT&() I t cs 5 u’,s I’ 

k program(c$),a -L, /I 
uo@f(j=(), o&JI=LY, u’@1’=fI 

lb1 
u C 01, (m\u)@ II = a 

u,s I k quote(a) - ul,s. II 

(CAbP”1) 

(CAMS”4) 

u,S ’ 1, 12 ,- cons A u[ l&h ++ (I,. /2)], S lfresh 
/fresh $ Dam(u) 

u,s’ 1 k cur(a) A o[&, ++ [c~,[]],s. lfrsSh 

1~ $ DoMu) 

u,s I. I2 t rplaca -!+ a[ I H CONS(12, I”)],s I 
u(l) = CONS(Z',l") 

a,s 1.12 t- rplacd A u[ I H CONS(l’,12)],s. I 
a(Z) = CONS(l’, I”) 

Fig. 4. CAMS” semantics and running times. 

(CAM”7) 

(CAMS”lO) 

(CAM”“12) 

(CAiP14) 

C E Command ::= quote(a) / car ) cdr 1 cons / push / swap 

I cuWW I app 

Semantic sorts 

s 6 Stack::=s.a ) () 

c[,fi,p E Value ::= (a,/?) ( [Cs,a] 1 ( ) 

( ) is both the empty stack and the only atomic value. 
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Semantic rules 

t- pfogram(Cs), ct L fi : The program program with input LX evaluates to the 

output fl with a time cost of t 

s k cs 1, s’ : Commands Cs transforms the stack s into the output stack s’ with 

a time cost of t. 

The rules are shown in Fig. 3. 

4.2. Semantics of CAMSU 

In Definition 14, we present the CAMS” as a store-semantic version of CAM 

following Plotkin [29] as for Fsu in Section 3. 

Definition 14 (CAMS”). 

Syntax same as CAM but extended with 

C E Command ::= ... 1 rplaca 1 rplacd 

Semantic sorts same as CAM but extended with 

G E Store = Location+ Box 

1 E Location = Nat 

SE Stack::=s.Z 1 () 

Box::=(I,,Eq) 1 [Cs,I] 1 () 

Semantic functions 

. @. : Store x Location -+ Valuel Extract value 

. \ : Store x Store -+ Store Store difference 

Extraction is as for Fsu. The store “difference” is the first store restricted to the loca- 

tions not in the second store. 

Semantic rules as CAM modified to use a store: 

0,s E Cs 5 IJ’, s’: Commands Cs transforms the stack s with store (T to the stack s’ 

with store rs’ using a time cost of t. The rules are given in Fig. 4; in analogy with 

FsU, we only list those rules which have an effect on the store. 

1~ j is a constant location: [I( j H ( )] is invariantly part of any store since it is part 

of the initial store CJO (and cannot be updated since ( ) is not a pair node). 

As for F”“, updating is used in two ways. In rules (CAMS”7 and 10) Zrresh is not 

a location in rr and thus the store is extended with new box. In rules (CAMS”12 and 

13) I is already a location in 0 and thus we are effectively overwriting the box a(l). 

The quote rule (CAMSU4) deserves special mention. Its purpose is to add a value 

to the store. In CAM without selective updating, this can be done in time 1 because 

constant values remain constant. However, in CAMS” a quote(a) command takes time 
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ltc] since the model must allocate a fresh copy each time (this is represented by the 

requirement that (a, \cr)@ Ii = a) to allow selective updating of this copy without de- 

stroying any data (this is represented by (r C 01). Notice, however, that we do not 

charge time for loading the initial data d into memory as this can only be done once 

and hence there is no need to be careful that repeated executions yield the same result. 

Again the input and output data domains are the same in CAM and CAMSU, so cyclic 

data cannot be output. 

Proposition 15. For any CAM-program P, !-CAM P, a “2’ p ifs ECAMU P, LX ‘? p. 

Proof. As for Proposition 11, only tree-like data is created and thus it is easy to see 

that what is extracted with @ from the graph case is correct. q 

5. CAM is almost a higher-order functional language! 

In this section we demonstrate the proximity of CAM to a higher-order functional 

programming language by showing how an example program with extensive use of 

higher-order functions can be translated almost directly into CAM. The example is the 

encoding of the Church numerals in the A-calculus [2, Definition 6.4.41. The idea is 

that the two basic constructors for “zero” and “successor” are encoded as functionals 

(actually combinators, since they do not depend on the environment): 

Zfx=x Snfx=f(nfx) 

or, in i-notation, Z = Afx.x and S = /Infx.f(nfx). The number 1, for example, is rep- 

resented as S(Z) which reduces by substitution (/?-reduction) as follows in A-notation: 

S(Z) -+ Lfx.f(Zj-x) -+ ;IfX.fX 

In fact the natural number n is represented by the A-term Afx.f”(x) (of type (a + a) -+ 

cI+tl). 

In order to read a number out of CAM we should convert it to a data value; this is 

easily done with the two additional functions 

Dn=nC() where Cn=(n()) 

Now, assume we wish to compute the value D(S.Z) using CAM. The first thing that a 

compiler will do when translating is to build an environment, and we will do the same 

and decide that the global environment should contain Z, S, D, C, in that order. If we 

use numeric indices instead of names for these, and index from 0, just like on a stack, 

then we can write the main program as 2( 10). If furthermore we add the convention 

that function parameters are “pushed’ onto the environment, then we can write the four 

functions as follows (using leading Is to indicate how many arguments they take): 

z = 120 S E Wl(2 10) D-1040 c = 1(0,( )) 
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Notice how the index for C is 4 inside D: 3 (the depth of C in the global environment) 

plus 1 (the number of parameters to D). 
What we have invented here is, in fact, well known as de Bruijn’s indexing technique 

for the A-calculus [9]. The interesting observation is that now we can translate the 

higher-order functional program into CAM in a one-to-one style, i.e., we can also 

translate back, if we wish. This is why we claim CAM is a higher-order functional 

language. Here is the CAM code for the CAM-program P computing D(SZ) (including 

the used abbreviations; furthermore C” means that C is used n times): 

P z program(N; !C; !D; !S; !Z; 

push’; ?2; swap; push; ?l; swap; ?O; cons; app; cons; app) 

where 

N 3 quote(( )) 

!Cs E push; Cs; swap; cons 

?n z car”; cdr 

C E cur(?O; push; N; cons) 

D E cur( push; ?O; swap; ?4; cons; app; push; N; cons; app) 

Z E cur’(?O) 

S E cur3(push2;?1; swap;push’;?2; swap;?l; cons; app; swap; 

?O; cons; app; swap; cons; app) 

Running this program will build the CAM value (( ), ( )) as follows: The first line of 

instructions in P will build an “environment” value ((((( ), C, ),D),S),Z) in which we 

can later lookup these using their de Bruijn indices (in fact, the environment overwrites 

the input data which is not used). The second line pushes D, builds and computes SZ, 

and finally applies D to the result. 

Clearly, this code looks very much like the de Bruijn style functional program above. 

In fact, the only slightly non-trivial matter is to insert the right push;. . . ; swap pairs 

to make sure that a copy of the environment is always available at the top of the 

stack when it is needed. Hence we can conclude that CAM contains (as a subset) a 

higher-order functional programming language except for the use of carlcdr-sequences 

instead of variable names. 

6. A linear time hierarchy for CAM 

This section proves our main result for CAM. 

Theorem 16. There exists a linear-time hierarchy for CAM. 
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i = tl(l’((‘nil.tl x).hd x1) vhercrac f(x) = Loop 
where ~00~ E 

L?ZT stack.(instruction.arg) = x IN 

CASE instruction OF 
‘empseq -> stack 

‘seq -> LET ~1.~2 = arg IN f(f(stack.cl).c2) 

‘quote -> LET rest._ = stack IN rest.arg 

‘car -> LET rest.(a._) = stack IN rest.a 

‘cdr -> LET rest.(_.b) = stack IN re8t.b 

‘con5 -> LET (rest.a) .b = stack IN rest.(a.b) 

‘push -> LET rest.a = stack IN (re8t.a) .a 

‘swap -> LET (rest .a) .b = stack IN (re8t.b) .a 

‘cur -> LET rest.rho = stack IN rast.(arg.rho) 

‘app -> LET rest.((code.rho).a) = stack 
IN f((rest.(rho.a)).code) 

Fig. 5. Interpreter in F for CAM-programs. 

Proof. We establish that there exists a b such that for all a > 1 we have Lr~~*~(a) 

c LIN~*~(u . b), namely b = e . b’ . e' obtained by the following inclusions: 

LINEAR cLr~~(a-e) by Lemma 20 

c LIN~( a . e . b’) by Theorem 12 

sLINCAM(a.e.b’.e’) by Lemma 17 0 

The rest of this section is devoted to state and prove Lemmas 17 and 20 in some 

detail (the full proof is in the technical report [33]). The major part of the effort is in 

the construction of efficient interpretors witnessing F 3 CAM and CAM + F. 

6.1. An ejkient interpreter in Ffor CAM 

Lemma 17. There is an efJicient interpretation F + CAM. 

The proof, presented below, is essentially a correctness proof for the interpreter for 

CAM written in F, igAM, shown in Fig. 5, including a careful analysis of the running 

time of interpretation. Before indulging in the proof we will explain the interpreter 

notation and how interpretation proceeds. 

Definition 18. The interpreter in Fig. 5 makes use of some abbreviation macros: 
Znjix cons. We write El . E2 instead of cons (El , E2 > . 
Simple dejnitions. We permit the form 

LET pattern = El IN EI 

where pattern may only contain cons and new variable names. It is a shorthand defining 

each of the names in the pattern as a macro. The value is obtained by reducing E2 
after expanding these names inside E2 to an expression which applies a sequence of 
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hd and tl to El. Thus effectively it defines a pseudo-F-rule 

d,E’ l--F E 1, P;yRJV (FLET) 

d,E’ tF n-v 

where n can be any name in the pattern and PATTERN denotes pattern with . inter- 

preted as infix CONS; D is the number of hd and tl needed to get to the occurrence 

of the variable in the pattern. We use _ for names that are not used. For example, LOOP 

above has the form 

LET stack.(instruction.arg)=x IN . . . 

which means that within . . . three new macros are defined: stack = hdx, 

instruction = hd tl x, and arg = tl tl x, and the pseudo-rules 

d, E’ I-F x -!+ CONS(v, _ ) 

d,E’ tF stack 3 v 
(FLET) 

d,E’ tF x L CON&, CONS(v, _)) 
1+2 

(FLET) 

d,E’ tF inStrUCtiOn - v 

d,E’ t-F x -!+ CONS(_, CONS(_,v)) 

d,E’ tF arg 2 v 
(FLET) 

Atomic constants. A finite number of atoms I2 ‘a abbreviate distinct cons-patterns. 

One way to do this for n atoms, which we will assume below, is to encode each as a 

“bit-pattern” of the form 

with k = [log, n1 and each bi either equal to ‘nil or to the special macro ‘true = 

cons ( ‘nil, ‘nil) (we exploit the convention of F that ‘nil denotes false and every- 

thing else true, including all atoms). In particular, LOOP uses the IE = 10 atoms ‘empseq, 

‘seq, etc., hence here k = 4. 
Multi-way branch statement. The form 

CASE E OF . . . ‘ai -> Ei.. . 

is short for a nested if-then-else statement which evaluates E -+ v, determines (using 

a “decision tree”) which “atomic” value ‘ai = v, and chooses the corresponding Ei. 
Using the representation above, it is clear that this requires testing (at most) k times, 

namely one for each of the expressions hd v, hd tl v, . . . , hdk-’ t 1 v, thus the maximal 

number of decomposition commands is T = CF=, i, i.e., in O(logi n) steps. This leads 

to a pseudo-inference rule 

d,E’ tF E 1, ‘ai d, E’ I-p Ei ” + Vi 
(FCASE) 

d, E’ I-F CASE E OF . . . ‘ai -> Ei . . . ‘+2t’ Vi 

I2 We hereby mean entities that can be compared in constant time. 
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where ai is any of the atoms. Since LOOP uses ten atoms, selection of the appropriate 

branch is done in T = Cf=, i = 10 steps. 

The interpretation proceeds by running iFAM on input data cons ( Ti , E 1, where p is 

some CAM program and CI some CAM input value with the following compositionally 

defined representations: 

Definition 19. F-representation T of CAM-programs: 

pfogram(Cs) = cs 

0 = CONSOempseq,NIL) 

C;Cs = CONS(‘seq,CONS(C, ??s)) 

quote(a) = CONS( ‘quote, E > 

car = CONS( ’ car, NIL) 

cdr = CONS(‘cdr,NZL) 

cOnS = CONS(‘cons, NIL) 

push = CONS( ‘push, NIL) 

Swap = CONS(‘swap,NZL) 

cur(Cs) = CONS( ’ cur, & > 

app = CONS ( ’ app , NIL) 

F-representation 7 of the CAM-stack: 

S,ol=CONS(s,;iil 

F-representation 7 of CAM-values: 

S.u =CONS(s,E> 

(c11B)=CONSG,~) 

[Cs,a] = CONSCG , E> 

0 =NZL 

To give the reader an idea about how the interpreter works, we will show fragments 

of the interpretation that would result from running the CAM program P of Section 5. 

We will run it on the simplest input data, ( ), since the input data does not matter 

anyway. The interpreter, igAM, will thus start executing with the x variable bound 

to the value CONS( p , NIL) where P has a value that looks like the following 

(using C.. .I for lists build with CONS and terminated with NIL, e.g., [a,bl means 
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CONS(a, CONS(b, NIL) > ): 

p = program(N; !C; . . . ; cons; app) 

= C’seq, [‘quote], ‘seq, [‘push], ‘seq, [‘cur,‘seq,‘cdr,‘empseql, 

. ..) ‘seq, [‘cons1 , ‘seq, C'appl , ‘empseql 

From looking at (Fl ) we see that the first piece of code that is executed is 

tl(f ((‘nil.t.lx) .hdx)) of iFAM; this means that f is applied and hence with 

(Fll) we start by evaluating (‘nil. tl x> . hd x which in our case builds the value 

CONS( CONS(NZL, NIL), p ), corresponding to the fact that the initial state of a CAM 

execution has the input (NIL) on the top of an otherwise empty stack. This is bound to 

x and then the LOOP of the interpreter is executed and simulates all the instructions in 

P, returning just the stack; the result is then extracted from the top of the stack by the 

final tl call. The correctness of this is the first part of the proof of Lemma 17 below. 

Running LOOP works similarly: the part of x denoted instruction - actually hd tl x 
- is investigated: here it is ‘seq. This means that the result of that instruction exe- 

cution is f(f(stack.clJ.c2), or rather, f(f(hdx,hdtltlx).tltltlx), which 

means that the F evaluation mechanism will now first evaluate the first instruction, 

that happen to be a ‘quote, using the current stack, and then execute the following 

instructions using the resulting stack. In short: we have started simulating execution of 

the CAM instructions. The correctness of the actual simulation is the second half of 

the proof of Lemma 17 below. 

Now we prove the correctness and efficiency of the interpretation F += CAM. Since 

this involves rather large inference trees, we write 

for 
prem,Wiom) ... prem,Wiom) 

conclusion 
(Rule) 

Proof of Lemma 17. Since the first proof steps of the left and right sides do not 

depend on c and a, we first prove that the initialisation is correct: 

3e 2 1 Vprogram(c), a : (1) 

(kF iEAM, CONS( program(c), E ) -% B ) 

H (SCAM program(c), a 1: P) 

for tl<e.tz 

if and only if there exists some CAM stack s1 such that 

Yeal Vc,a:(CONS(().a,C),Loop t-~ LOOP-% s1 .p) 

H (( ). a kc.4~ C 4 sl . j?) for tl <e. t2 

(2) 
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This is done by simply constructing the initial segment of both derivations 

synchronously: For all CAM programs program and CAM values M. we have: 

[/Hyyolh.s.j 
()-a I- Csl:s+/l 

t progfam(Cs),a 3 @ 
(CAhf1) 

Running the CAM interpreter iFAM on this program will always result in the following 

execution, with d = CONS( program( a) and E = cons(cons(‘nil,tl x> ,hdx): 

d,Loop k cons(‘nil,tlx) % ()*a 

CONS( 72, program ), LOOP !- LOOP -% sl * /3 (F,l) 

I, LOOP k f (El 8fII CONS(sl, p ) 

,LOOP I- tl(f (El) = CONS(sl, a> 
(F7) 

.n.. W) 
k tl(f(E)> uhererec f(x) = ,d 

l”+r, - 

-B 

From this we conclude that the initialisation is correct and adds only a constant 

interpretation overhead. 

Then we prove by induction over the height of the (remaining part of the) proof 

that the LOOP macro executes one iteration of the interpreter in time independent of 

the CAM program, i.e., that there exists some CAM stack SR such that the 

invariant 

- - 
3ea 1 Vc%,a:(CONS(s~.cc,c),Loo~ t-r LOOP% sR.b) 

* (SL’a EcAM c’:sR’p) for tr<e.tz 

(3) 
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Here we exploit that the operational semantic is compositional such that all derivations 

can be enumerated by structural induction over syntax. 

We must consider all possible proof trees. The only possible variation, however, is 

in the Cs-instruction sequences, since the inference system is syntax directed. Thus 

varying Cs makes it possible to do induction. Furthermore it is compositional thus we 

can use this to do induction over the height of the proof trees. We will do both -+ and 

+ at the same time, however, the inductions should be seen as separate: given a finite 

right hand side proof tree we can construct the left hand side one by well founded 

induction, and vice versa. 

This yields an induction with eight base cases (one for each of the CAM construc- 

tions 0, quote(u), car, cdr, cons, push, swap, and cur( . ), where the corresponding 

inference rules have no premises), and two inductive cases ( . ; . and app). These are 

very similar; we show only the case which is particular to the higher-order aspects of 

CAM, namely the base case for cur and the inductive case for app (all the other cases 

are simpler): 

- Case cur(Cs). 

For any SL = s, p, with SR = s and d = CONS( m, CONS( ’ cur, a )): 

r 

d,Loop I- x Ad 
WI 

d,LooP I- instruction 1, ‘cur 
(FLET) 

~,LOOP k rest 1, S 

d,Loo~ t- rho * p 

d, LOOP I- arg. rho 1, CONS(Cs, j? ) 
(F3) 

d, LOOP t- rest. (arg . rho) -% CONS( S, CONS( jj, E )) ~~~~,,, 

d, Loop t- Loop =f+ s . [Cs,p] 

and 

s. p t- cur(Cs) -5 s . [Cs,p] 
(CAM 10) 

This means that this case adds the requirement that T + 14 <e . 1. 

- Case app. 
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For any SL = s, p, a, Cs, with SR = s1 and d = CONS( s . ([Cs, p], a), CONS 

( ‘am NIL)): 

(LOOP t- z&d 
W) 

,LOOP I- instruction -I, ‘app 
(FLET) 

d,Loo~ I- rest -% S 

d,Lmp k rho.a 2 CONS(p, E) 
(F3) 

d,LOOP k rest. (rho .a> -% s. (p, a) 
(F3) 

WET) 

~,LOOP k code 2 & 

1, LOOP I- (rest. (rho. a> > . code -% CONS( m, G ) 
(F3) 

CONS( m, a ), LOOP k LOOP 5 SI . /? 
4+21 - 

WI) 
d, LOOP I- f ((rest. (rho. a> > . code) - Sl .B 

t;+24+T - 
(FCASE) 

d,Loo~ k LOOP - Sl .B 

and 

1% (cAM,,) 

t;+1 

8. WS,PI, a) I- wp - Sl .B 
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So: (T + 24) + ti de . (1 + t;). By hypothesis ti fe . t;. Hence this case adds the 

requirement that 7’ + 24 de. 

Collecting the requirements to e for all the cases reveals that the app case is, 

indeed, the most severe, so we have shown that (3) implies (2) with e> T + 24, and 

consequently that iFAM is correct and efficient. 0 

6.2. An eJficient interpreter in CAM for F 

Lemma 20. There is an efJicient interpretation CAM 3 F. 

i = program(csiOit; CJ,~) where 

c%~,, =push; push; cdr; swap; car; cdr; cons; swap; car; car; cons 

CS,_ = push; cdr; car; swap; push; car; swap; cdr; cdr; cons; cons; app 

csNrL = cdr; car; swap; cons; app 

cscoNs = cdr; cdr; swap; cons; app 

CS. = cdr; car; car 

chil = quote(([cs~r~,Ol,O)) 

CS,,, = cdr; push; push; car; swap; cdr; cdr; cons; swap; push; car; swap; 

cdr; car; cons; CS,~~; swap; CS,~; 

cons; push; quote([cScoNs, ()I); swap; cons 

CSM = cdr; CSI~; push; car; push; quote(bkhfNL. 01. [CSMKM, 01); 

cons; app; car 

cw =cdr; CSI.~; push; car; push; c)uote([csht~~~,()l,[~%C~N~,Ol); 

cons; app; car 

where cshtNIL = cdr; push; cons 

and c.%oNS = cdr; cdr 

csit = cdr; push; push; car; swap; cdr; cdr; cons; swap; push; car; swap; 

cdr; car; cons;cs,,,; car; push; 

9uote([cS,wn,()l,[C~RONSI()I); cons; app 

where CS,~~L = cdr; push; car; swap; cdr; cdr; cons; CS,~~ 

and c%f~ONs = cdr; push; car; swap; cdr; cdr; cons; cqoop 

CS,~~ = cdr; push; CS,~,; swap; car; cdr; cons; push; cdr; 

cons;c~,., 

Fig. 6. Interpreter in CAM for F-programs. 
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In Fig. 6 we present i&, a CAM interpreter of F, which we will prove efficient. 

(Note that this proof is not difficult as F has no higher-order features which we must 

simulate.) The interpretation of the F-program P on F-input d proceeds by running i& 

on the input data CI = (&d), using the CAM-representation I defined compositionally 

on F-programs/expressions as follows. 

Definition 21. CAM-representation : of F-programs/expressions: 

E whererec f(x) = E’ = @,E) 

15 = (DX, ( 11, ( >> 

‘nil=([C%il,( >I,( 1) 

cons(El,&) = Wscons, ( )I, (&,&)I 

hdE = ([CShd, ( )l,E) 

tlE = ([Cst,, ( )l,E) 

if EthenEi elseE2 = ([CSif,( >l,(E,(Q,&))) 

f(E) = ([C&all, ( )l?E) 

CAM-representation I of F-values: 

NIL = (DNIL, ( >I, ( >> 

CONS(dl,d2 I= ([Csco,v.s> ( 117 (4 3 4 1) -- 

Proof of Lemma 20. Again the first proof steps of the left- and right-hand sides do 

not depend on P and d, so we first prove that the initialisation is correct: 

3e > 1 VE whererec f(x) = E’ , d: 

(~-CAM i&,,(E whererec f(x) = E’,d) % c) 

% (1~ E whererec f (x) = E’,d 3 u) for tl <e . t2 

(4) 

if and only if 

3e 2 1 v&E’, a’ : (( > . ((d,E’),E) FCAM ~~~~~~ 4 ( ) . g) 

H (d,E’ kF E 4 v) for tl<e.t2 

(5) 
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For all F-programs E whererec f (x> = E’ and F-values d we have that running jEAM 

on the program gives the following initial execution, with 01= ((&g),d): 

(CAM8) 

(>*ab pu&()*a 
(CAM 8) 

()-a.ak poshL()-a-a.a 
K.4MW 

()-a-aeak cdrA()-a-a-4 
(CM9) 

().a.a.dk swap-i,()~a~~~a 
r (CM5) 
()-a.d.fxi- Cari,().a-cj.(iY,g) 

(CM4) 
().a.d~(E,E’)i- ccfr~()~a~d~E’ -- 
r G4h47) 
().a-d-gi- cons-!-+()~a-(d,g) 

(CAM 9) 

()-a.(&,E’)t- swapA((d,g).a 
r (CAM 5) 

().(d,E’).a~ Car-I,()-(d,E’).(E,E’) 

(CM5) 
()I- car-l,().(d,E’).E_ 

(C~7) 

0 I- CcmS J+ 0. (UE!E’),E) 
0) 

0. a k QNIT 5 0. (GM!M> 

pzq 

0. Ud&!E’),E) t- CSLOOP II, !! 

22+11 es-) 

a t- CSINIT; CsLOOP - v 
22+r, (CM 1) 

t pqpm(%NIT; CsLOOP), a - v 

This corresponds to 

im (F1) 

I- Ewhererec f(x) =E’, d%o 

so the interpreter initialisation adds only a constant overhead. 

Then we prove by induction over the height of the (remaining part of the) proof that 

the CsLoop macro executes one iteration of the interpreter in time independent of the 
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F-program, i.e., that for all CAM-stacks s, the invariant 

3e 3 1 VE,E’,d: 

(6) 

holds. The CAM representation of an F-expression E uses the general pattern (Elabel, 

E,&, where Etabet is a distinct CAM-value identifying that E and Earg is a representation 

of any F-entities nested inside E. The fact that the CsLooP macro ends with app is 

reflected by the form of Et&t which is always a closure [CSE,~~~,, ( )] where CSE,~~~, is 

code to interpret E. Hence it turns out that the crucial step in proving the invariant 

is to show that 

8. (Elabel,((d,E’),Earg)) k app ‘f’ s. 1! 

@ .s. CC ),W,E’),&,)) k %,a,,, 1, s. v 

(7) 

which as before is a straightforward (if tedious) enumeration of all possible derivations. 

Again the only possible variation, however, is in the F-expressions. Thus varying E 

makes it possible to do induction over the height of the proof trees, completely anal- 

ogously to the situation for the other interpreter, so we will do this, again collecting 

“requirements”, this time to e’. 

There are two base cases (E = x and ‘nil) that are immediate, and five inductive 

cases (E = hd, tl, cons, if, and f ( . 1); we will only show the last and most inter- 

esting one, namely function call; the remaining details are in the technical report [33]. 

To make it manageable, we will make use of two pseudo-rules for CAM to avoid ex- 

cessive nesting: a pseudorule grouping a sequence of (CAM2) and (CAM3) commands 

at the same level, 

s t Cl 4 Sl . a1 . . . Sk-1 i- ck 4: Sk ’ c(k 

r,+...+tr+k+l 

k ~ 1 
(Cs) 

Sk C,;...;Ck - Sk . elk 

correcting for only including o once for each sequence, and we will permit abbre- 

viating a sequence of premises that are obviously axioms (one of CAM4-10) into 

“superaxioms” with the generic pseudorule-name (CAM*); finally we omit the leading 

“( ) . ” of stacks. 

-E=f(Et),assumingd,E’t- El$d’andd’,E’k E’sv. 
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(o,((d,E’),~)) I- &push -J+ ((U!),E) . ((d,E’),E) 

(CAM*) 

II 
Induction hypothesis 

L I 

((d,E!),E) . ((d,E!),E) k cs,oop ((da!),E) -4il 
r 

((cd,&‘), E) . & t- swap; car; cdr; cons; push; cdr; cons II, ((d’, &‘),E’) 
(CAM*) 

II I Induction hypothesis 

ti. 
((&,E!),E!) k CSLOOP - 1! 

((),((d,E!),~)) I- C&u 3 i! 

0) 

and 

4 
d,E’k E-+d’ 

t;’ 
d’,E’k E’--,v 

Wl) 
d’,E k f (E’) ‘+t’+t”, v 

The requirement added is 25 <e’. 

Since the strictest requirement is 98 <e’ (contributed by the rule for cons), we con- 

clude that (6) implies (5) whence i:,, is correct and efficient with factor e’ > 98. Cl 

7. A linear time hierarchy for CAM”” 

In this section we prove our main result for CAMS”: 

Theorem 22. There exists a linear-time hierarchy for CAM’“. 

Proof. We establish that there exists b such that for all a> 1 we have LmCAMSU(a) 

C LINCAM""(a . b), namely b = e . b’ . e’ obtained by the following inclusions: 

LINCAM”“(a) G LINFs’(a. e) by Lemma 23 

c LINFs”(a ’ e . b’) by Theorem 12 

2 LmCAM""(a . e. b’ . e’) by Lemma 24 Cl 
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The rest of this section is devoted to state and outline the proofs of the Lemmas 23 

and 24, which follow the pattern from the F and CAM cases of the previous section, 

so we will merely outline where selective updating changes things. 

Again the major part of the effort is in the construction of efficient interpretors 

witnessing Fsu + CAMS” and CAMSU 3 FSu, however, most of the previous section can 

be reused. 

7.1. An eficient interpreter in F” for CAMSU 

Lemma 23. There is an eJjTcient interpretation Fyu 3 CAM”“. 

Proof. In Fig. 5 we presented an efficient interpreter, iFAM, of CAM programs, written 

in F. First we notice that iFAM is equally an FS”-program, interpreting the subset of 

CAMS” which corresponds to CAM. iFh”‘” is obtained by adding the following two 

rules for selective update to the loop-macro: 

’ rplaca -> LET (rest.a).b = stack IN setcar! a b 

‘rplacd -> LET (rest.a).b = stack IN setcdr! a b 

With the representations of Definition 19 extended with 

P”-representation 7 of CAMS”-programs: 

rplaca = CONS( ‘rplaca, NIL) 

rplacd = CONS( ’ rplacd, NIL) 

The two new atoms do not change the complexity of CASE since k = 4 remains valid. 

Fsu-representation 7 of the CAMSU-stack/values: Use the extension of the value trans- 

lation for CAM generalised to term graphs [3]. 

The interpreter should, at input-output level, meet the requirements of efficiency, 

similar to the requirements for iFAM: 

3e 2 1 ‘d program(c), cI : (8) 

(t--~~” i$$““” , CONS( program(c), Cc ) 4 p ) 

@ (kCAM‘U program(c), a 4 p) for tl <e . t2 

Essentially the same proof is used to show that this is equivalent to finding some 

CAMSU stack such that we can construct a “CAM graph stack”. The initial situation 

established by the startup code is the following: 

3e31 Vc,o,l: 

(d,Z',LOOP kp1 LOOP 1: cTl,Sl . 1, ) 

where O’ = (a,( 6, ( ) . 1 ))[l’ H CONS(az( G, ( ) . 1 ), E )] 

@ (0rO.l k 
t2 

CAM’” c + ol,sl . II> 

for tl = o@l, p = 01@ II, Z’$Dom(a), tl <e. t2 

(9) 
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(ni and 712 are projections extracting the store and location components of a pair created 

by the representation function.) While the technical details of this property are more 

complex, the principle is exactly the same as for zr ‘CAM: the initialisation portion of the 

interpretation establish the right store with a representation of the input value a, and 

correctly outputs the location containing the output value fl at the end. In fact, since 

the notion of location is the same in the two models this turns out to be rather simple. 

It generalises to the LOOP invariant analogously to (3) for iFAM: 

3e> 1 tjc,cr,s, I: 

(CJ’, I’, LOOP t-p LOOP 4 Cl,S] .I, ) 

where cr’= (nl(o,s.l))[Z’++ C0NS(7c2(~,s~Z), C)] 

H (0,s.Z kc*M~u C 1: Gi,Si . 11) 

for I’ q! Dam(a), ti <e . tz 

(10) 

We conclude that i$$MS” is correct and efficient (the proof details for locations are in 

the technical report [33]). 0 

7.2. An ejficient interpreter in CAM”” for FSu 

Lemma 24. There is an ejicient interpretation CAMSu 3 FSu. 

Proof. We just need to extend the proof of Lemma 20 with cases for setcar! and 

set cdr ! . This amounts to the following additions to the representation of Definition 2 1 

and interpreter of Fig. 6: 

ijYYMSU 1s as i;,, in Fig. 6 extended with these macros: 

cs setcar! - - cdr; push; push; car; swap; cdr; cdr; cons; swap; push; 

car; swap; cdr; car; cons; CsLmP; swap; CsLoop; 

cons; push; push; car; cdr; swap; cdr; rplaca; 

cons; car; cons; car; car 

Cssetcdr! = cdr; push; push; car; swap; cdr; cdr; cons; swap; push; 

car; swap; cdr; car; cons; CsLmP; swap; CsLooP; 

cons; push; push; car; cdr; swap; cdr; rplacd; 

cons; car; cons; car; car 

CAAP-representation 1 of Fsu-expressions: as Definition 21 plus 

satcarl ~5 J% =(P,,t,,!,( )l,(&,E2)) 

set&-! 6 E2 =([CS,,~~M,( )l,(El,G)) -- 

The proof carries through using the same generalisation as for the proof of Lemma 23 

(proof details are in the technical report [33]). 
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We conclude that i&,,,U is correct and efficient. 0 

8. Conclusions 

We will first summarize the contribution of this paper, then we will describe related 

results. Finally, we give our view of possible future directions and perspectives. 

8.1. Contribution 

The main contribution of this paper is the proof of the existence of a linear time 

hierarchy for an authentic and realistic intermediate language featuring higher order 

constructs: the Categorical Abstract Machine. 

The existence was established by constructing mutually efficient interpreters between 

CAM and F, and CAMSU and F’“. Hence we conclude that the “pure” Categorical 

Abstract Machine, CAM, is robust with respect to linear time computations in F, and 

that the “impure” Categorical Abstract Machine with selective updating, CAMSU, is 

robust for linear time computations in F’“. 

Since we have also argued why the Categorical Abstract Machine is itself almost a 

higher-order functional language, we believe to have taken a significant step towards 

the general statement that “first-order and higher-order functional languages define the 

same linear time hierarchies”. 

8.2. Related work 

The basis for our work is the techniques and results presented by Jones in his 

STOC 1993 paper [16]. We will start by elaborating on how these differ from what is 

presented above. For two simple first-order sublanguages of Lisp, an imperative one 

(I) and the functional one used in this paper (F), Jones proved the existence of a linear 

time hierarchy based on the running times given in their semantics. The proof of this 

was structured as follows: first, by proving the property for I directly, then by proving 

it for F on the basis of the proof for I. This exposed two ways to show the property. 

( 1) The technique used for I is to provide a self-interpreter, l3 and then essentially 

applying a diagonalisation argument to conclude about its efficiency. This technique is 

significant since it is independent of the existence of a related language which has the 

constant-factor time hierarchy. Moreover, the proof can easily be reused to determine 

legal constant-factors. This is the method used by Dahl and Hessellund [S], in which 

they decide on a constant-factor for I to be of value 249, which yields a rather fine- 

grained hierarchy-structure. (2) The technique used for F is to provide a pair of efficient 

interpreters between the language in question and the language which is already known 

to have this property. (Actually, a self-interpreter for F, efficient with respect to the cost 

I3 A “Self-interpreter” is written in the interpreted language. 
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model in [16], has been given directly and proven correct by Andersen [I], however, 

without explicitly stating this efficiency property.) 

The practical significance of LIN was discussed in Section 1.2. Unfortunately, both 

linear and sub-linear complexity classes have been shown sensitive (i.e. not robust) 

with respect to the underlying computation model. This means that the problems which 

belong to, e.g., LIN on one computation model may belong to LOGTIME on another 

computation model. It has been shown that it depends on the complexity class whether 

these problems appear. In 1985, Gurevich and Shelah [lo] determined a time-limit for 

which any complexity class with a greater time-bound would be robust with respect to 

the computation model, whereas classes with a lower time-bound would be sensitive to 

their computation model. The limit is called “Nearly Linear Time”, and is determined 

to be n times a poly-logarithmic function, where n is given by the size of the input. 

Consequently, proving that F has a linear-time hierarchy by application of technique (2) 

has the important consequence that it establishes F and I as mutually robust with respect 

t0 LIN. 

The effect of permitting selective update facilities (hence cyclic graphs) in a lan- 

guage, was extensively discussed in Section 1.2. A widely believed conjecture is that 

the presence of these makes the computational model stronger in an asymptotic sense; 

consequently, two separate versions of the Categorical Abstract Machine were stud- 

ied. This distinction was also originally made for the treatment of F and Fsu, and I 

and 1”. Recently, a proof by Pippenger [28] has actually proved this conjecture for 

linear-time, on-line computations l4 for two versions of Lisp, one featuring selective 

update (impure Lisp), and one without (pure Lisp). Pippenger shows that for such a 

pure Lisp program to compute (on-line!) what an impure Lisp program does in n steps, 

O(n log n) steps are sufficient, but in some cases R(n log n) steps are necessary. 

The discussion of Constant Speed-up in Section 1.1, revealed a tension between 

traditional Turing Machine based complexity theory and practical experience; essen- 

tially, Constant Speed-up is an artifact of the Turing Machine model. This was not 

only pointed out by Jones [ 161, but also shown by Hiihne [ 151. Hiihne showed that 

Constant Speed-up does not hold for a variant Turing Machine with “tree-like storage” 

because the symbols in a tree cannot be compressed in a way that reduces the depth of 

the tree. If we interpret these two observations, we may take the viewpoint that Turing 

Machines with tree-structured storage is in a way a first step or “lifting” towards a 

programming language model operating on tree-structured data. 

8.3. Future directions 

One of our primary concerns, which in fact initiated this work, was the problem 

of how to state time-performance specifications in a more formal and precise way 

for real-life functional languages. As recently discussed elsewhere by the author [31], 

I4 A computation is on-line if its input and output each comprise an unbounded sequence of symbols and 

if, for every n, the nth output is produced by the computation before the (n + 1)th input is received. 
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many conventional language features seem to be incompatible with the existence of 

a hierarchy. Being able to define any number of functions, and still assume that they 

can be accessed in constant time, seems a natural thing to have for any practical, 

high-level language. Permitting case-constructs, under the assumption that any of the 

branches can be accessed in constant time, is another example of the same kind. It 

could be interesting to be able to give back some kind of user feed-back as to which 

facilities should not be used in order to permit a constant-factor time hierarchy. It would 

also be nice to know more about hierarchies within other time bounds, in particular 

identifying whether these hierarchies correspond to real programming considerations. 

In this paper we have tacitly limited ourselves to study linear time complexity in rela- 

tion to eager functional languages. However, many lazy languages, such as Haskell [ 141 

and Miranda [35], are widely used today. The main problem is to assign a reasonable 

cost to “suspensions”, i.e., unevaluated expressions. Useful cost models for lazy lan- 

guages have only just started to emerge; one particularly promising family of models 

is nag of Benaissa et al. [4], since it exists in both tree- and graph-structured versions. 

All models considered in this paper were deterministic. For the first-order case Jones 

shows that results for LIN generalise to NLIN, the class of problems decidable in non- 

deterministic linear time. Will the generalisation to higher-order languages remain valid 

for non-deterministic computation? 

The last perspective of this work comes from Pippenger’s proof that an “impure” 

Lisp and a “pure” Lisp variant (synonymous with graph- and tree-structured data in this 

paper) have different computational strength with respect to linear time, when restricted 

to on-line computations. However, most practical languages must be viewed as off- 

line computation devices by their semantics. It is an interesting perspective whether 

it is possible to extend these results by relating or comparing the constant-factor time 

hierarchies of languages in the two groups, e.g., CAM and CAMSU. 
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